Addressing the straggler problem
for iterative convergent parallel ML

Abstract
FlexRR provides a scalable, efficient solution to the straggler
problem for iterative machine learning (ML). The frequent
(e.g., per iteration) barriers used in traditional BSP-based distributed ML implementations cause every transient slowdown
of any worker thread to delay all others. FlexRR combines
a more flexible synchronization model with dynamic peerto-peer re-assignment of work among workers to address
straggler threads. Experiments with real straggler behavior
observed on Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure, as well as injected straggler behavior stress tests, confirm the significance
of the problem and the effectiveness of FlexRR’s solution.
Using FlexRR, we consistently observe near-ideal run-times
(relative to no performance jitter) across all real and injected
straggler behaviors tested.

1.

Introduction

Statistical machine learning (ML) is emerging as a powerful
building block for modern services, scientific endeavors, and
enterprise processes. ML algorithms determine parameter
values that make an assumed mathematical model fit a set
of input (observation) training data, as closely as possible,
such that the model can then be used on other data points.
Increasingly, distributed implementations of ML algorithms
are used, even when the model fits in a single machine’s
RAM, because the precision and complexity of many models
create large computation time requirements for determining
parameter values.
ML algorithms vary, and this paper focuses on a major
subset: iterative convergent algorithms solved in an inputdata-parallel manner. Such algorithms begin with a guess of
the solution and proceed through multiple iterations over the
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Figure 1: Comparison of MF performance on EC2. The graph shows
average time-per-iteration for a collaborative filtering application
(MF) running on 64 EC2 instances. For each of two EC2 machine
classes, four approaches are compared: “BSP” and “FlexRR” represent the traditional approach and our solution, which combines
flexible consistency bounds with our temporary work re-assignment
technique. The “SSP” and “BSP RR” bars show use of individual
ones of these two primary techniques, demonstrating that neither
alone addresses the straggler problem for iterative convergent ML.
FlexRR outperforms BSP and SSP by 53% and 39% (left) and 35%
and 25% (right), for these two EC2 machine classes. Experimental
details are in Section 5.

input data to improve the solution. Most distributed implementations of such algorithms follow the Bulk Synchronous
Parallel (BSP) computational model. Input data is divided
among worker threads, each of which iterates over its subset
of the input data and determines solution adjustments based
on its local view of the latest parameter values. All workers execute the same iteration at the same time, enforced by barriers,
and solution adjustments from one iteration are exchanged
among workers before the next iteration begins. When many
workers are involved, regular barrier synchronization often
induces large slowdowns, due to straggler problems.
A straggler problem arises whenever worker threads experience uncorrelated performance jitter. In each iteration,
under BSP, all workers must wait for the slowest worker
in that iteration, so one slowed worker causes unproductive
wait time for all the others. Unfortunately, even when load is
balanced, transient slowdowns are common in real systems
(especially in shared clouds) and have many causes, such
as resource contention, garbage collection, background OS
activities, and (for ML) stopping criteria calculations. Worse,
the frequency of such issues rises significantly when executing on multi-tenant computing infrastructures rather than

dedicated clusters (as is becoming increasingly common) and
as the number of workers and machines increases.
Straggler mitigation techniques based on redundant task
execution [5, 6, 19, 52] have been applied successfully to
data processing jobs that fit map-reduce-style BSP execution
(e.g., in Hadoop [7] or Spark [51]), relying on the idempotency of redundantly executed tasks. But, the most efficient
frameworks for distributed ML do not work that way. Instead, these frameworks share state and exploit ML-specific
properties to reduce coordination overheads and converge
far faster [1, 3, 11, 12, 15, 35, 38]. Because the changes to
shared state are not idempotent, new approaches to straggler
mitigation are needed.
This paper describes FlexRR, a new approach to straggler
mitigation without the correctness problems of redundant
task execution, for iterative convergent ML on efficient ML
frameworks. FlexRR combines flexible consistency bounds
with a new temporary work reassignment mechanism we call
RapidReassignment. Flexible consistency bounds via SSP1
remove the barriers of BSP, allowing fast workers to proceed
ahead of slowed workers by a bounded amount [13, 31, 35].
The flexibility improves efficiency, while the bound enables
convergence to be proven [31, 36]. With RapidReassignment,
a slowed worker can offload a portion of its work for an
iteration to workers that are currently faster, helping the
slowed worker catch up. The two techniques complement
each other, and both are necessary to address the straggler
problem for iterative convergent ML. Flexible consistency
bounds provide FlexRR with enough slack to detect slowed
workers and address them with RapidReassignment, before
any worker reaches the bound and is blocked.
FlexRR’s RapidReassignment is a specialized form of
work shedding optimized for large-scale data-parallel iterative ML: (1) It takes advantage of the well-defined notion
of progress through an iteration to identify slowed workers quickly. (2) It uses P2P communication among workers
to detect slowed workers and perform work re-assignment,
bounding communication overhead and avoiding a central
decision-making bottleneck. (3) It uses explicit helper groups,
limiting to which other workers any given work can be offloaded, to minimize data movement and enable input data
preloading. (4) Optionally, it exploits iteration knowledge
to further reduce how much data needs to be preloaded on
helpers. Overall, RapidReassignment’s design enables efficient and scalable temporary work reassignment for state-ofthe-art efficient ML frameworks.
Extensive experiments demonstrate that FlexRR successfully addresses the straggler problem for three real ML applications and various real and injected straggler behaviors.
As illustrated in Figure 1, FlexRR reduces time-per-iteration
by 35–53% on average, compared to the traditional BSP approach, and by 25–39% over SSP, even for relatively small
1 We

refer to Stale Synchronous Parallel (SSP) in the paper, but the concept
has also been described as Bounded Delay consistency [35].

ML problems on relatively expensive Amazon EC2 instances
(which would be expected to have minimal resource sharing
with other tenant activities). Similar results are observed in
experiments on Microsoft Azure. In addition, various synthetic stragglers behaviors drawn from prior studies are used
for controlled study of a wider range of scenarios; FlexRR
consistently nearly matches an “ideal” lower bound in which
all work is at all times perfectly balanced at no overhead,
resulting in up to 5–10× improvement over BSP and SSP in
extreme cases.
This paper makes three primary contributions: (1) It describes the first runtime solution, to our knowledge, to the
straggler problem for iterative ML on efficient frameworks.
Previous work on stragglers focuses on impractical solutions
(e.g., preventing them entirely) or different parallel computations (e.g., sets of idempotent tasks with no iteration or shared
state). (2) It describes FlexRR, including its novel RapidReassignment design that specializes work shedding for parameter
server systems to avoid significant inefficiencies that would
arise with traditional realizations. (3) It demonstrates the efficacy of FlexRR, and its advantages over existing approaches,
with three real ML applications. We measure real straggler effects and show FlexRR effectively mitigates them on each of
Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure, and a large dedicated cluster,
as well as under various injected straggler patterns. Overall,
FlexRR provides a simple, practical, and effective solution to
an important and long-unsolved problem in parallel ML.

2.

Background and Related Work

This section presents background on iterative convergent ML
algorithms and prior work addressing stragglers.
2.1

Iterative ML, BSP, and Stragglers

Iterative convergent algorithms. Many ML tasks (e.g.,
sparse matrix factorization, multinomial logistic regression,
DNN, K-means, Sparse Coding and latent Dirichlet allocation) are solved by searching a space of potential solutions for
one with a large (or, for minimization, small) objective value,
using an iterative convergent algorithm. Such algorithms start
with an initial solution (model parameter values) and proceed
through a sequence of iterations, each seeking to produce a
new solution with an improved objective value. Typically,
each iteration considers each input datum individually and
adjusts current model parameters to more accurately reflect it.
Eventually, the algorithm reaches a stopping criterion, such as
surpassing a target objective value or leveling off of objective
value improvements, and outputs a solution. A key property
of these algorithms is that they converge to a good solution
even if there are minor inconsistencies in parameter updates.
This makes them amenable to efficient distributed execution
using flexible consistency bounds, with up to 99× speedups
reported over fast single-thread implementations [15].
BSP. Most distributed implementations of iterative convergent algorithms follow the Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP)
computational model with an input-data-parallel approach.

Speculative execution and task cloning. Speculative
execution is used to mitigate stragglers in data processing
systems like MapReduce, Hadoop, and Spark [5–7, 19, 52].
Jobs in these systems consist of stateless, idempotent tasks
like “map” and “reduce”, and speculative execution runs slow
tasks redundantly on multiple machines. While this consumes
extra resources, it can significantly reduce job completion
delays caused by stragglers, because the output from the first
instance of any given task can be used without waiting for
slower ones.
State-of-the-art frameworks for high-performance parallel ML use a parameter server architecture [1, 3, 11, 12,
15, 16, 29, 35], which does not accommodate computation
redundancy. While iterative ML can be built as a series of
collections of idempotent tasks, doing so precludes many
effective techniques for reducing overhead and speeding convergence [14, 15, 35]. For example, the highly-tuned Sparkbased GraphX [27] was shown to approximately match PowerGraph [26], which has been shown [15] to be 2–10X slower
than two recent parameter server systems (IterStore [15] and
LazyTable [14]) for collaborative filtering via sparse matrix
factorization. In parameter server systems, worker processing involves shared state and is not idempotent. Applying the
same adjustments more than once can affect convergence negatively or even break algorithm invariants. FlexRR uses peerto-peer interactions among workers to offload work when
necessary, avoiding the wasted resources and potentially incorrect behavior of redundant work.
Work stealing, work shedding. Work stealing and work
shedding are mirror approaches for adaptively rebalancing
work queues among workers [2, 10, 20, 21]. The concept
2.2 Related Work Addressing Stragglers
is to move work from a busy worker to an idle worker.
Stragglers have long plagued parallel computing, and many
FlexRR’s temporary work reassignment mechanism is a
techniques have been developed to mitigate them.
form of work shedding, specialized to the nature of dataEliminating performance variation. The HPC community— parallel iterative ML. There are several key differences.
which frequently runs applications using the BSP model—
First, FlexRR takes advantage of the well-defined notion
puts significant effort into identifying and removing sources
of progress through an iteration to identify slowed workers
of performance jitter from the hardware and OSs of their
early on and avoid delays; work stealing, in contrast, waits
supercomputers [23, 42]. Naiad [40] used the same approach.
for a worker to idle before looking to steal work, incurring
While this approach can be effective at reducing performance
additional delays until work is found. Second, while work
“jitter” in specialized and dedicated machines, it does not
stealing is computation-centric (e.g., data is moved to the
solve the more general straggler problem. For instance, it
thread that steals the work), FlexRR carefully avoids data
is not applicable to programs written in garbage-collected
movement by limiting and pre-determining reassignment
languages, does not handle algorithms that inherently cause
patterns to avoid expensive on-demand loading of input data
stragglers during some iterations, and does not work for
and parameter state. Third, because of its focus on transient
today’s multi-tenant computing infrastructures [17, 22, 30].
stragglers, FlexRR’s reassignments are temporary—only for
Blacklisting is a limited form of performance variation
the remainder of an iteration. Finally, it is designed explicitly
elimination, which attempts to mitigate stragglers by ceasing
to work in conjunction with flexible consistency bounds, as
to assign work to workers that are falling behind. However,
discussed below.
this approach is fragile. Stragglers caused by temporary slowUsing less strict progress synchronization. The strict
downs (e.g., due to resource contention with a background
barriers of BSP can be replaced with looser coordination
activity) often occur on non-blacklisted machines [18]. Worse,
models. One approach is to reduce the need for synchrogood workers that have such a temporary slowdown may then
nization by restricting communication patterns. For exambe blacklisted, unnecessarily reducing the computing power
ple, GraphLab [38, 39] programs structure computation as
available.
The input data is divided among worker threads that execute
in parallel, performing the work associated with their input
data, and executing barrier synchronizations at the end of
each iteration. For an ML algorithm, the model parameters
are stored in a shared data structure (often distributed among
the workers) that all workers update during each iteration.
BSP guarantees that all workers see all updates from the previous iteration, but not that they will see updates from the
current iteration, enabling workers to use cached copies of
model parameters for efficiency. Typically, the assignment of
work to workers stays the same from one iteration to the next,
to avoid the overheads of input data movement.
Stragglers: A primary performance issue for BSP is
stragglers, because in each iteration, all workers must wait
for the slowest worker in that iteration. The straggler problem
grows with the level of parallelism, as random variations
in execution times increase the probability that at least one
worker will run unusually slowly in a given iteration. Even
when it is a different straggler in each iteration, due to
uncorrelated transient effects, the entire application can be
slowed significantly.
Stragglers can occur for a number of reasons [5, 6], including hardware heterogeneity [32, 45, 49], hardware failures [6],
unbalanced data distribution among tasks, garbage collection
in high-level languages, and various OS effects [8, 42]. Resource contention is another common cause, especially in
shared cloud infrastructures. Additionally, for ML algorithms,
expensive stopping criteria computations can lead to straggler
effects, when performed on a different worker machine every
so many iterations.

a graph, where data can exist on nodes and edges. All communication occurs along the edges of this graph, so nonneighboring nodes need not synchronize. However, GraphLab
requires the application programmer to know and specify the
communication pattern.
Albrecht et al. [4] describe partial barriers, which allow
a fraction of nodes to pass through a barrier by adapting the
rate of entry and release from the barrier.
Yahoo! LDA [3] and Project Adam [12], as well as most
solutions based around NoSQL databases, allow workers
to run asynchronously, relying on a best-effort model for
updating shared data. While such approaches can work well
in some cases, they provide no guarantees of convergence for
ML algorithms and indeed can readily diverge.
FlexRR uses flexible consistency bounds, which has been
recently proposed and studied under two different names:
“Stale Synchronous Parallel” (SSP) [13, 31] and “Bounded
Delay consistency” [35]. These schemes generalize BSP
by allowing any worker to be up to a bounded number of
iterations ahead of the slowest worker. So, for BSP, the bound
(which we will refer to as the slack-bound) would be zero.
With a slack-bound of b, a worker at iteration t is guaranteed
to see all updates from iterations 1 to t − b − 1, and it may
see (not guaranteed) the updates from iterations t − b to t.
Such a bound admits proofs of convergence [31, 35, 36].
Consistent with our results, SSP has been shown to mitigate
small transient straggler effects [14, 35] but not larger effects.
FlexRR combines SSP with temporary work reassignment to
address the straggler problem for iterative ML.

3.

FlexRR Design & Implementation

FlexRR provides parallel execution control and shared state
management for input-data-parallel iterative convergent ML
algorithms. This section overviews FlexRR’s API, basic
execution architecture, shared state management approach,
and solution to the straggler problem.
FlexRR’s design relies on a few assumptions about application behavior. It assumes data-parallel processing, with
worker threads processing assigned input data items independently and without order-dependence. It assumes iterations
(or mini-batches, when used) are not too short to detect and
react to slowed workers and that a worker’s progress through
an iteration can be measured, such as by the fraction of its
input data items processed, and that the overall training time
is greater than the loading time. Also, RapidReassignment’s
performance relies on being able to reassign work quickly;
so, it assumes that there is either no cross-iteration data-itemspecific local state or that there is a way to avoid needing to
transfer it with reassigned work.2 These characteristics are
common to most data-parallel iterative ML applications, in2 An

example of the latter is our LDA application, which originally relied
on local state. Instead of transferring local state between workers, which we
found to be too inefficient, we designed an LDA-specific mechanism to avoid
dependence on the local state.
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Figure 2: FlexRR architecture. This high-level picture illustrates
FlexRR’s logical structure, for the case of one core (so, one worker
thread) per node. The worker is assigned some input data to process
in each iteration, making adjustments to the model parameters stored
in a parameter server, which is itself sharded among the same nodes
as the worker threads.

cluding our benchmark apps as well as deep neural networks,
K-means clustering, Sparse Coding and many others.
FlexRR (Figure 2) is implemented as a C++ library linked
by an ML application using it. During execution, FlexRR
consists of one process executing on each node being used.
Each FlexRR process starts a worker thread for each core on
the node and a number of background threads for its internal
functionality. The worker threads execute the ML application
code for adjusting model parameters based on input data and
possibly local state. The shared model parameters, which
may be read and adjusted by all worker threads, are stored
in a so-called “parameter server” maintained by the set of
FlexRR processes.
3.1

Workers and Execution Management

During initialization, an ML application provides FlexRR
with the list of nodes/cores to be used, the input data file
path, several functions called by FlexRR, and a stopping criterion. The input file contains data items in an understood
format (e.g., rows that each contain one input data item in
an easy-to-process format). The stopping criterion may be
a number of iterations, an amount of time, or a determination of convergence. The most important function provided
(process-input) is for processing a single input data
item, taking the data item value as input and processing it to
determine and apply model parameter adjustments as needed.
Each worker thread is assigned a unique ID, from zero
to N − 1, and a disjoint subset of the input data items. The
default assignment is a contiguous range of the input data,
determined based on the worker ID, number of workers, and
number of data items. Each worker has an outer loop for
iterating until the stopping criterion is reached and an inner
loop for each iteration3 that calls process-input on each
of its data items.
3 We

have simplified the description a bit. For greater flexibility, FlexRR
actually provides a notion of a clock of work that gets executed on each inner
loop, which may range from some number of data items (a “mini-batch” of
an iteration) to some number of complete iterations.

3.2

Parameter Server for Shared State

FlexRR uses the increasingly popular parameter server approach [3, 31, 35, 43] to storing and managing the shared
state (i.e., the model parameters being computed) among
worker threads. A parameter server provides a simple readupdate interface to the shared state, greatly simplifying the
application ML code by efficiently and scalably handling
communication and consistency.
The FlexRR parameter server is derived from LazyTable [14,
15]. It exposes a simple key-value interface to the ML application code, which uses read-param and update-param
functions to read or update (apply a delta to) a model parameter value specified by the key. The value type is applicationdefined, but must be serializable and have a commutative
and associative aggregation function, such as plus, union,
or multiply. With this property different worker threads can
apply changes in any order without affecting the result. For
the ML applications used in this paper, the values are vectors
and the aggregation function is addition.
The parameter server implementation reduces cross-node
traffic by including a client-side cache for model parameter
entries. While logically separate, the parameter server is
part of the same FlexRR processes as the worker threads.
Every process has a number of parameter server threads
and maintains a shard of the shared state. Each iteration
updates are write-back cached, and asynchronously sent to
the appropriate parameter server shards.
FlexRR supports both the BSP and SSP models discussed
in Section 2. Each cached value is associated with an iteration number that indicates the latest iteration for which all
workers’ updates have been applied to it. During a read, the
cached value is returned only if it reflects all updates up to
the slack-bound (zero, for BSP); that is, the value is up-todate enough if it reflects all updates from iterations more
than “slack-bound” before the worker’s current local iteration
number. Otherwise, the read must proceed to the appropriate
server shard to retrieve the value, possibly waiting there for
other workers’ updates. For fault tolerance, FlexRR supports
the same checkpointing mechanism as LazyTable [14]–its
RapidReassignment mechanism does not affect it.
3.3

Straggler Mitigation

FlexRR combines two mechanisms, flexible consistency
bounds via the SSP model and temporary work reassignments via our RapidReassignment, to address the straggler
problem for iterative ML. The SSP model allows each worker
thread to be ahead of the slowest worker by up to a specified slack-bound number of iterations. This flexibility mitigates stragglers to some extent [14] (see also the SSP bars
in Figure 1 and Section 5), but more importantly provides
enough flexibility for RapidReassignment to be highly effective. RapidReassignment uses peer-to-peer communication to
enable workers to self-identify as stragglers and temporarily
offload work to workers that are ahead. While FlexRR’s sup-

port for SSP is similar to recent systems [14, 35], its scalable,
data-centric work reassignment mechanism is new.

4.

RapidReassignment Design

The goal of RapidReassignment is to detect and temporarily
shift work from stragglers before they fall too far behind,
so that workers never have to wait for one another. Workers
exchange progress reports, in a peer-to-peer fashion, allowing
workers to compare their progress to that of others. If a
worker finds that it is falling behind, it can send a portion of
its work to its potential helpers (a subset of other workers),
which can confirm that they are indeed progressing faster
and provide assistance (see Figure 3). Combined with SSP,
RapidReassignment is highly effective in mitigating straggler
delays of all intensities.
4.1

Worker Groups

RapidReassignment is designed for scalability, using peer-topeer coordination among workers instead of a central arbiter.
Like overlay networks [46, 48], workers exchange progress
reports and offloaded work with only a few other workers,
avoiding the scalability problems that would arise from all-toall progress tracking or a centralized work reassignment approach, especially for short iterations when progress tracking
and reassignment are more frequent.4 During initialization,
each worker is assigned a group of workers that are eligible
to provide assistance, referred to as its helper group, and a
group of workers to whom the worker is eligible to provide
assistance, referred to as its helpee group. The size of each
group is set at start up and can be configured by the ML
application. Each worker is assigned one helper on the same
machine, and its other helpers are spread across different
machines. While helper and helpee groups may overlap, they
are usually not identical. For example, in a system containing
64 workers assigned round-robin to 8 machines and 4 helpers
assigned to every worker, worker 14 might be eligible to assist workers (8,9,15,22) while workers (6,11,12,13) would be
designated as its helpers. A waterfall effect results, whereby
a worker providing a lot of assistance to some workers can in
turn offload its own work to others, and so on, such that all
workers make similar progress.
Worker groups also improve work reassignment efficiency.
A helper needs to access the input data associated with the
reassigned work. While it could fetch that data on demand,
the helper’s help is much more efficient if the data is fetched
in advance. Indeed, based on our experiments, work reassignment is too slow to be helpful without doing so. Toward
that end, each worker under RapidReassignment prefetches
a copy of the input data of its helpee group members after
4 For

small scale systems and longer iterations, our design could be readily
adapted to use a central master to handle inter-worker coordination and
reassignment. However, this approach would not outperform our P2P design
in general. Moreover, the computation and communication of the master
would compete with doing real work on that server, adding an additional
straggler effect.
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Figure 3: RapidReassignment example. The middle worker sends
progress reports to the other two workers (its helpee group). The
worker on the left is running at a similar speed, so it ignores the
message. The worker on the right is running slower, so it sends a
do-this message to re-assign an initial work assignment. Once
the faster worker finishes its own work and begins helping, it sends
a begun-helping message to the slow worker. Upon receiving
this, the slow worker sends a do-this with a follow-up work
assignment to the fast worker.

loading its own data. The limited set of helpees bounds the
cache space needed, which can be further reduced by caching
only the tail of each helpee’s iteration. Our experiments show
that FlexRR suffers minimal performance loss from workers
caching only the tail fraction of their helpees’ input data (see
Section 5.6).
4.2

Worker Communication

RapidReassignment uses non-blocking Message Passing Interface (MPI) for communication among workers. Workers
explicitly poll for messages during each iteration, in order
to compare their respective progress. The message check
frequency parameter specifies how many times during each
iteration a worker checks for incoming messages. The default setting is 100 checks per iteration, which our sensitivity
experiments (Section 5.7) show is a good value.
To determine speed differences between workers, each
worker keeps a runtime timer to track how long it has been
running. These timers are launched during initialization, following a joint barrier. Because RapidReassignment addresses
relatively large differences in progress (e.g., 20% of a multisecond iteration), with smaller differences mitigated by flexible consistency bounds, these timers are sufficiently precise and need to be resynchronized only infrequently (e.g.,
hourly).
4.3

RapidReassignment Actions

This section describes the five primary RapidReassignment
actions in FlexRR, designed to quickly offload work from
slow workers to faster helpers (Figure 3). As will be seen,
RapidReassignment is carefully tuned to the properties of
data-parallel iterative convergent algorithms, such as the
freedom to delay and reorder updates on the one hand, yet

the need to avoid duplicating work on the other (recall that
duplicating work can lead to incorrect behavior).
Identifying Stragglers. Upon reaching the progress
checkpoint in the current iteration, which by default is set to
75% completion, a worker sends out a progress-report
message to its helpee group, containing its current iteration
number and the local time in its runtime timer. During each
message check, a worker checks for progress-report
messages from its helpers. Upon receiving such a message,
the worker calculates its progress compared to the progress
of the eligible helper. The logic for calculating the progress
difference is shown in Algorithm 1. The result informs the
worker how far ahead or behind (as a percentage of the
iteration) it is relative to the progress-report sender.
Algorithm 1 Progress Difference Calculation
1: completion diff ← progress in the message minus progress of

the current worker
2: current avg ← weighted average time it takes the current worker

to complete an iteration
3: time diff ← timer value of the current worker minus timer value

contained in progress message
time diff

4: progress difference ← completion diff + current avg

Reassigning Work. If a worker finds that it has fallen behind the sender of a progress-report by more than a
set threshold (the straggler trigger threshold, with a default of
20%), it will send an initial work assignment in a do-this
message back to the sender. This initial work assignment is a
percentage of its work for the current iteration. Section 5.7
shows that a default of 2.5% is a good setting for this tunable.
The do-this message contains the current iteration number
of the slow worker, beginning and end of the work assignment (a range of the input data), and a local timestamp of the
message. A sample message is do-this (iteration: 4,
start: 140, end: 160, timer: 134.43). Note that,
as shown in Figure 3, the slow worker reassigns ranges of
work starting from the end of its current iteration. Assigning from the end is the least disruptive to the slow worker’s
progression through its input data items, and takes advantage
of the robustness of iterative convergent algorithms to processing data items in any order despite the data dependencies
(such dependencies between item processing—resulting from
their update-param calls—would make this reordering
unsafe for general code).
Helping with Work. Workers check for do-this messages on every message check. Upon receiving a do-this
message, the worker (the potential helper, in this case) will
compare the timestamp of the message to the timestamp of the
latest cancel-help message (see below) from the same
worker. If the timestamp in the do-this message is greater,
the potential helper will compare its current iteration to the
iteration number contained in the do-this message. If the
iteration number contained in the message is smaller than
the helper’s current iteration, the helper will immediately

Algorithm 2 Helping Decision
1: msg ← check for helping requests
2: if
msg.timestamp ≤ last cancellation timestamp
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

OR
msg.iteration > current iteration then
Discard msg
else if msg.iteration < current iteration OR finished its own
work this iteration then
Send begun-helping and do the help
else
Save msg for the end of this iteration
end if

its own. Upon completing all such messages, the worker will
wait to receive a help-completed message for all work
assignments before moving on to the next iteration. This is is
done to guarantee the slack-bound. There is a small window
in which both the helpee and a helper may begin the same
work, which can be addressed by having the helpee only
commit changes corresponding to reassigned work after it
confirms that the helper acknowledged the cancel-help
message. Again, we are relying here on the robustness of
data-parallel iterative convergent algorithms to delayed and
out-of-order updates.

5.
send a begun-helping message and begin working on
the work assignment. Upon completing the work assignment,
the worker will send a help-completed message to the
original worker and check for additional do-this messages
prior to returning to its own work.
If the iteration number in the do-this message equals
the helper’s current iteration (as in assignment #1 in Figure 3),
then the helper will put aside the work assignment until the
end of the current iteration. If at the end of the iteration the
worker has yet to receive a cancel-help message containing a timestamp greater than the timestamp of the do-this
message, the helper will send out a begun-helping message and begin working on the work assignment. Upon
completing the work assignment, the helper will send a
help-completed message to the original worker (the
helpee) and, after checking for additional valid do-this
messages, will move on to its own next iteration. Algorithm 2
shows the pseudo-code for the worker’s decision about if and
when to provide assistance.
Assigning Additional Work. After much experimentation, we have found that a good strategy for balancing various
concerns is to first assign a relatively small amount of initial
work, immediately followed by a larger amount (double) of
additional work once a helper begins processing the initial
assignment. To that end, after a worker sends out a do-this
message, it will check for begun-helping messages during every message check in that iteration. If such a message
is received, and more help is needed, the worker will send
an additional do-this message to the faster worker, containing a follow-up work assignment of twice the size (see
Figure 3). For the rest of the iteration, the worker will send
another follow-up work assignment each time it receives a
begun-helping message.
Cancelling Work Reassignments. After reassigning a
portion of its work, a worker will continue working on its
current iteration until it completes all the work it has not
given away. At this point, for all pending do-this messages the worker has sent out, the worker will check for
begun-helping messages. If there is a work assignment
for which a begun-helping message has yet to be received, the worker will send out a cancel-help message
containing the current timestamp and complete the work on

Evaluation

This section evaluates the effectiveness of FlexRR. Results
are reported for sets of Amazon EC2 and Microsoft Azure
instances as well as for local clusters. The results support a
number of important findings: (1) significant straggler problems occur in real cloud infrastructures, (2) when straggler
problems occur, FlexRR greatly outperforms BSP and SSP,
achieving near-ideal performance for all of the various straggler patterns studied; (3) to achieve ideal performance, the
RapidReassignment and SSP techniques need to be combined, as is done by FlexRR, as neither alone is sufficient; (4)
FlexRR is not sensitive to the choices of run-time configuration parameters, within a wide range of reasonable settings.
5.1

Experimental Setup

Experimental Platforms. We use a variety of clusters for
our experiments. Cluster-A is 16 virtual machines running
on a dedicated cluster of 16 physical machines, each with a 2
quad-core Intel Xeon E5430 processor running at 2.66GHz,
connected via 1 Gbps Ethernet (≈700 Mbps observed). Each
VM runs on one physical machine, and is configured with
8 vCPUs and 15 GB memory, running Debian Linux 7.0.
Cluster-B is a cluster of 64 Amazon EC2 c4.2xlarge instances. Each instance has 8 vCPUs and 15 GB memory,
running 64-bit Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS (HVM). Cluster-C
is a cluster of 64 Amazon EC2 c4.xlarge instances, a lower
class version of Cluster-B. Each instance has 4 vCPUs and
7.5 GB memory, running 64-bit Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS
(HVM). From our testing using iperf, we observe a bandwidth of 1 Gbps between each pair of EC2 instances. ClusterD is a cluster of 64 Microsoft Azure A4 Standard instances.
Each instance has 8 vCPUs and 15 GB memory, running
64-bit Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS (HVM) on Intel Xeon E5507
processors. Cluster-E is a cluster of 64 Microsoft Azure A3
Standard instances. Each instance has 4 vCPUs and 7 GB
memory, running 64-bit Ubuntu Server 14.04 LTS (HVM) on
AMD Opteron 4171 HE processors. From our testing using
iperf, we observed a bandwidth of 1.1 Gbps between each
pair of Azure instances. Cluster-F is a PRObE Nome [25]
dedicated cluster of 128 high-end computers running Ubuntu
14.04. Each machine contains 4 quad-core AMD Opteron
8354 CPUs (16 physical cores per machine) and 32GB of
RAM. The machines are connected via 1Gb Ethernet.

For experiments that control and/or instrument straggler
causes, we primarily use Cluster-A. The other five clusters
are used to experiment with naturally occurring stragglers in
two public clouds and for a larger-scale example. We use our
limited access to Cluster-F to experiment on a large problem
and dataset that does not fit on the other clusters.
Naturally-occurring and Injected Straggler Patterns.
Our goal is to experiment with a wide variety of straggler patterns that are likely to be encountered in practice, as well as
with more extreme patterns that provide stress tests. Our experiments with EC2, Azure, and Nome provide evaluation in
the presence of a variety of naturally-occurring stragglers in
several real infrastructures. But, we are unable to instrument
these systems to evaluate the causes or particular nature of
those stragglers; we consistently observe straggler problems,
but whatever happens happens when using public clouds. To
evaluate a broader range of straggler effects and intensities
beyond what arose during the particular times of the experiments, and to directly measure attributable delays, we also
perform more controlled experiments with injected transient
stragglers, using three distinct methodologies:
Slow Worker Pattern: Models transient worker slowdown
by inserting sleep commands into worker threads. At each
of 10 possible delay points within an iteration, each worker
decides (independently) to be slowed, with 1% probability,
for a period uniformly randomly chosen between 0–2× the
duration of an iteration. Naturally, multiple (or no) workers
may be slowed at any given time. We denote the transient
delay intensity % (delay % for short) to be the percentage by
which a worker is slowed (e.g., 100% delay means runs twice
as slow). To simulate the effect of a worker being slow, we
divide each iteration into 1000 parts and insert millisecondslong sleep commands at each of these 1000 points. For a
delay % of d within a t second iteration, each of these sleeps
are d × t milliseconds long. For example, for a 50% delay
within a 6 second iteration, we insert a 3ms sleep at each
point.
Disrupted Machine Pattern: Models transient resource
contention (e.g., due to sub-machine allocation or a background OS process) by running a disruptor process that
takes away CPU resources. Every 20 seconds, each machine
independently starts up a disruptor process with 20% probability. The disruptor launches a number of threads that each
executes a tight computational loop for 20 seconds. For a
transient delay intensity % of d on a p-core machine running
p application threads, the disruptor launches d × p processes
of its own. For example, on our 8-core machines running 8
worker threads, a 200% delay means having the disruptor
launch 16 threads. Such a delay experienced by a worker for
a whole iteration will cause it to run roughly 200% slower
than without delays.
Power-Law Pattern: Based on a real-world straggler pattern [42], this uses a power-law distribution [44] to model
the time t for a worker to complete an iteration: p(t) ∝ t α ,

where α is the parameter that controls the “skewness” of
the distribution. sleep commands are used, as in the Slow
Worker Pattern, to extend an iteration as determined. Smaller
α makes the distribution more “flat” and leads to more delay
on average. Each experiment uses a fixed α, and the iteration
time of each worker is chosen independently from this distribution. When we set the α parameter to 11, the iteration
times in our emulated environment without FlexRR have the
same distribution as was measured on real clusters in [42].
We also study a persistent straggler pattern where half the
machines get 75% of the work per iteration—such uneven
workloads could arise in cases where data processing skew is
correlated with data placement.
Systems Compared. We compare the speed and convergence rates of four modes implemented in FlexRR: 5
BSP
SSP
BSP RR
FlexRR
Ideal

Classic BSP execution
SSP execution
BSP with our RapidReassignment
Our solution
Best possible (computed lower bound)

We also compute a value termed “Ideal”, which represents
the speed that should be achieved if all work is at all times
perfectly balanced with no overhead. Reporting results for
BSP RR and SSP (without RapidReassignment) enables
us to study the impact of RapidReassignment and flexible
consistency bounds in isolation versus in combination, as in
FlexRR. For SSP, we use a slack-bound of 1 in all experiments
after verifying that it leads to the fastest convergence on these
benchmarks.
FlexRR features several run-time configuration parameters such as helper group size and work assignment sizes.
Table 1 lists these parameters, the range of values studied,
and their default values. The default values are the best settings obtained after extensive experimentation over the range
of parameters shown. Section 5.7 provides a sensitivity analysis on the parameter settings, showing that FlexRR performs
well over a broad range of settings.
Table 1: FlexRR Parameter Settings
Parameter
Helper group size
Initial work assignment
Follow-up work assignment
Message checks/iteration
Straggler trigger threshold

5 Although

Range
2–16
1.25%–15%
2.5%–30%
20–50k
10%–40%

Default
4
2.5%
5%
100
20%

we do not show results of comparisons to other systems, the
base system in which we integrated FlexRR compares favorably to stateof-the-art frameworks, as noted in Section 2.2. For example, its BSP mode
is faster than GraphLab [26, 38] by 10–14× for MF and 50–100% for
LDA [15], which in turn has been shown to outperform Hadoop and Spark
implementations [27, 38]. It also outperforms efficient single-threaded
implementations of MF and LDA by 99× and 62×, respectively, when
using 8 64-core machines [15].

5.2

Application Benchmarks

We use three popular iterative ML applications.
Matrix Factorization (MF) is a technique commonly
used in recommendation systems, such as recommending
movies to users on Netflix (a.k.a. collaborative filtering). The
key idea is to discover latent interactions between the two entities (e.g., users and movies) via matrix factorization. Given
a partially filled matrix X (e.g., a rating matrix where entry (i, j) is user i’s rating of movie j), matrix factorization
factorizes X into factor matrices L and R such that their product approximates X (i.e., X ≈ LR). Like many other systems [14, 15, 24, 34], we implement MF using the stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. Each worker is assigned a
subset of the observed entries in X; in every iteration, each
worker processes every element of its assigned subset and
updates the corresponding row of L and column of R based
on the gradient. L and R are stored in the parameter server.
Our MF experiments use the Netflix dataset, which is a
480k-by-18k sparse matrix with 100m known elements. They
are configured to factor it into the product of two matrices
with rank 500 for Cluster-A and rank 1000 for ClusterB, Cluster-C, Cluster-D and Cluster-E. We also conduct
an experiment on Cluster-F using a synthetically enlarged
version of the Netflix dataset that is 256 times the original.
It’s a 7683k-by-284k sparse matrix with 4.24 billion known
elements with rank 100.
Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) is a popular
model for multi-way classification, such as used in the
last layer of deep learning models for image classification [33] or text classification [37]. In MLR, the likelihood
that each (d-dimensional) observation x ∈ Rd belongs to
each of the K classes is modeled by softmax transformation p(class=k|x) =

exp(wTk x)
,
∑ j exp(wTj x)

where {w j }Kj=1 is the linear

(d-dimensional) weights associated with each class and are
considered the model parameters. The weight vectors are
stored in the parameter server, and we train the MLR model
using SGD where each gradient updates the full model [9].
Our MLR experiments use the ImageNet dataset [47] with
LLC features [50], containing 64k observations with a feature
dimension of 21,504 and 1000 classes.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an unsupervised
method for discovering hidden semantic structures (topics)
in an unstructured collection of documents, each consisting
of a bag (multi-set) of words. LDA discovers the topics via
word co-occurrence. For example, “Obama” is more likely
to co-occur with “Congress” than “super-nova”, and thus
“Obama” and “Congress” are categorized to the same topic
associated with political terms, and “super-nova” to another
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topic associated with scientific terms. Further, a document
with many instances of “Obama” would be assigned a topic
distribution that peaks for the politics topics. LDA learns the
hidden topics and the documents’ associations with those
topics jointly. It is often used for news categorization, visual
pattern discovery in images, ancestral grouping from genetics
data, and community detection in social networks.
Our LDA solver implements collapsed Gibbs sampling [28].
In every iteration, each worker goes through its assigned documents and makes adjustments to the topic assignment of
the documents and the words. The LDA experiments use the
Nytimes dataset [41], containing 100m words in 300k documents with a vocabulary size of 100k. They are configured
to classify words and documents into 500 topics for ClusterA and 1000 topics for Cluster-B, Cluster-C, Cluster-D and
Cluster-E.
5.3

Naturally-occurring Straggler Results

We performed experiments on Amazon EC2, Microsoft Azure
and PRObE Nome to evaluate FlexRR in the presence of
naturally-occurring straggler effects observed during the
particular times of the experiments. No synthetic straggler
effects are injected during these experiments.
Amazon EC2 results. Figure 1 (on page 1) and Figure 4
show the results for MF and LDA, respectively, Cluster-B
(c4.2xlarge VMs) and Cluster-C (c4.xlarge VMs). Using
c4.2xlarge VMs, FlexRR reduces time-per-iteration by 35%
(25%) for MF and by 34% (15%) for LDA relative to BSP
(SSP, respectively). Using c4.xlarge VMs, the reductions
are 53% (39%) for MF and 49% (32%) for LDA. The
improvements are larger for c4.xlarge VMs, because these
less expensive VMs experience more transient straggler
effects.
The improvements on EC2 come despite executing relatively short experiments on relatively expensive EC2 instances that would be expected to have minimal resource
sharing with other tenant activities, highlighting the real-ness
of transient stragglers in cloud infrastructures.
Microsoft Azure results. Figure 6 shows the results of
MF on Cluster-D (A4 VMs) and Cluster-E (A3 VMs) on Microsoft Azure. Using the A4 VMs, FlexRR reduces time-periteration by 43% (32%) relative to BSP (SSP, respectively).
Using the A3 VMs, FlexRR reduces time-per-iteration by
56% (38%) relative to BSP (SSP). While the A4 instances
are bigger and more expensive VMs, the times-per-iteration
are larger than on the A3 instances because the A3 CPUs
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perform better on MF’s floating point computations. Nonetheless, significant straggler effects are observed for both setups,
and the results are akin to those for the c4.xlarge VMs on
EC2.
PRObE Nome large MF experiment. To verify FlexRR’s
effectiveness for a larger workload, we used the Netflix * 256
synthetically enlarged dataset on Cluster-F. Figure 5 shows
that FlexRR reduces time per iteration by 21% over SSP and
51% over BSP, even on this dedicated cluster with no injected
delays. As expected, more straggler effects are observed
as cluster size increases, and FlexRR effectiveness is not
hampered by the increased problem size. Cluster-F displayed
less of a straggler problem due to the dedicated nature of
the cluster and a higher quality network then the AWS EC2
Clusters.
5.4

Slow Worker Pattern Results

This section studies the speed and convergence rate of the
ML applications under the Slow Worker Pattern.
5.4.1

Speed Tests

For each application, we measured the time-per-iteration,
Overall run time
Number o f iterations , for the four modes, varying the transient
delay intensity %. Each experiment is run for 20 iterations.
(Running more iterations yields the same results.)
Results on Cluster-A. Figure 7a and Figure 7b show the
results for the MF and LDA applications running on ClusterA. MLR results looks similar to MF (not shown due to space
constraints). BSP slows down linearly with delay intensity. By
controlling straggler intensity, we see that SSP can mitigate
delays below its slack-bound (e.g., see the 50% delay intensity
points), but then too suffers linearly. (The natural stragglers
from Section 5.3 were clearly too big for SSP alone.) FlexRR,
on the other hand, nearly matches Ideal even up to 400%
delays, which are more extreme that should be expected
in practice. We measured the percentage of work that gets
reassigned by FlexRR: it ranges from 8–9% of the work
at 0% delay (i.e., no injected delays) to 19–22% at 400%
delay. Even at 0% delay, FlexRR runs 18% faster than BSP
on MF and LDA and 13% faster than BSP on MLR. The
figures also show that our RapidReassignment technique can

be used in BSP to decrease its straggler penalty, but it is
FlexRR’s combination of flexible consistency bounds and
RapidReassignment that nearly matches Ideal.
At high delay % values, there is some divergence from
Ideal for LDA. That is because LDA uses a special mechanism
to handle its local state, which involves two extra model
parameter updates for each work re-assignment. At higher
delays, more work is re-assigned, thus these extra updates
begin to have an effect on the run-time, causing FlexRR to
deviate from Ideal.
Results on Cluster-B. Figure 7c shows the results for MF
on the larger Amazon EC2 cluster, which are qualitatively
the same as on Cluster-A. As on Cluster-A, BSP slows down
linearly with delay intensity, SSP can mitigate stragglers
only up to its slack-bound, and FlexRR nearly matches Ideal.
FlexRR reassigns 21% of the work at 0% delay and 31% at
400% delay. The main difference between the Cluster-B and
Cluster-A results is that on Cluster-B there is an even larger
separation between FlexRR and the next best approach (BSP
with our RapidReassignment). E.g., at 400% delay, BSP RR
is 10 times slower than FlexRR. At 0% delay (no injected
delays, corresponding to Figure 1 (right)), FlexRR is 35%
faster than BSP and 25% faster than SSP, because of noninjected performance jitter. The results for LDA on Cluster-B
are qualitatively as on Cluster-A (not shown due to space
constraints).
5.4.2

Convergence Tests

We also measure the time to convergence for the ML applications running in each of the modes. We calculate Ideal by multiplying the Ideal time-per-iteration values from Section 5.4.1
by the number of iterations needed to reach convergence by
the BSP experiment.6
Criteria for Convergence. We use the following stopping
criterion, based on guidance from our ML experts: If the
objective value (for MF) or log-likelihood (for LDA) of the
solution changes less than 2% over the course of 10 iterations,
then convergence is considered to have been reached. We also
verified that they reached the same objective value. Because
the objective value calculation is relatively expensive, and we
wanted to observe it frequently, we did it offline on FlexRR
checkpoints.
Convergence Test Results. Figure 8a shows the results
for MF. For all delay %, BSP (and BSP RR) required 112 iterations to reach convergence and SSP required 113 iterations.
FlexRR required 114 iterations, with the exception of 400%
delay, where it took 115 iterations. Even with the extra iterations required to reach convergence, FlexRR converged 10%
faster than BSP at 0% delay injected. With delays injected,
BSP suffered from linear increase in convergence time, while
FlexRR effectively matched the Ideal convergence time even
6 We

use BSP iterations in this lower bound because the flexible consistency
bounds of FlexRR and SSP can lead to a (modest) increase in the number of
iterations needed [13, 31], e.g., 2-3 extra iterations in our experiments.
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at 400% delay. As expected, adding RapidReassignment to
BSP improves its convergence times, to faster than SSP but
still much slower than FlexRR.
Figure 8b shows the results for LDA. For all delay %, BSP
required 41 iterations to converge. For 0%, 50%, and 100%
delays, FlexRR required 42 iterations, for 200% and 300%
delays it required 43 iterations, and for 400% delay it required
44 iterations. Despite the need for these extra iterations,
FlexRR converges significantly faster than BSP. With no
injected delays, FlexRR converged 18% faster than BSP, and
maintains near-Ideal convergence time with increasing delays.
BSP, on the other hand, suffers from a linear increase in
convergence time when delays are injected. LDA deviates
from Ideal at higher delays for the same local state issue
discussed in Section 5.4.1.
5.5

Other Straggler Patterns

Disrupted Machine Pattern. We compare the average timeper-iteration (20 iterations) of FlexRR to the alternative
modes for the Disrupted Machine Pattern. Figure 9 shows
results for MF on Cluster-A—results for LDA and MLR are
qualitatively similar. SSP and BSP RR individually reduce
the delay experienced by BSP by up to 49% and 42%, respectively. The combination of the two techniques in FlexRR
matches Ideal, reducing the run-time by up to 63%.
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Power-Law Pattern Results. Next, We compare the average time-per-iteration (20 iterations) of FlexRR to the alternative modes for the Power-Law Pattern. We present results
on Cluster-A for each of our applications, setting α to 4, 7,
and 11. Recall that α = 11 emulates a real cluster measured
in [42], and the configurations with smaller α values yield
more severe delay. Figure 10 shows the results for MF. For
α = 11, SSP and BSP RR are faster than BSP by 39% and
40%, respectively. When the two techniques are combined
in FlexRR, the run-time is 48% faster than BSP. Similarly
to experiments conducted in earlier sections, with increasing
delays (smaller α), the other three modes experienced significant increases in run-times, while FlexRR experienced only
slight increases.
The results for MLR and LDA show similar trends. For
α = 11, SSP and BSP RR were 36% and 31% respectively
faster than BSP for MLR and 37% and 42% respectively faster
than BSP for LDA. FlexRR was 43% and 52% faster than
BSP on MLR and LDA respectively. With increasing delays
(smaller α), the other three modes experienced significant
increases in run-times for both MLR and LDA. FlexRR
experienced only modest delays for MLR and somewhat
larger delays for LDA (not shown due to space constraints).
In all cases, FlexRR significantly outperforms the other three
modes.
Uneven Workload Distribution. While FlexRR was originally designed to mitigate transient stragglers, it is also effective at dealing with long-term workload differences among
workers. Figure 12 shows an experiment on Cluster-A where
half of the machines are assigned 75% of the workload, and
the remaining half of machines are assigned 25% of the workload. FlexRR was able to mitigate the straggler effects of the
uneven workload distribution, running at close to ideal speed
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shown in the FlexRR Even Bar, while SSP experienced a 54%
slowdown.
5.6

Partial Replication

In all previous experiments, workers replicated 100% of the
input data belonging to the workers that they are helping. We
found that FlexRR is still effective when workers replicate
only a portion of the input data, and thus are only eligible to
help with that portion. Figure 13 shows the MF application
with no injected delays run on Cluster-A with different
percentages of the input data replicated on the helper workers.
FlexRR with just 25% replication is close to FlexRR with
100% replication and much better than SSP (and BSP—not
shown).
5.7
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Sensitivity Study

This section reports on tests used to determine good settings
for FlexRR parameters. We vary each parameter across its
Table 1 range while using the default values for other parameters. For brevity, we show sensitivity results for MF’s
average time-per-iteration (for 20 iterations) when running on
Cluster-A under the Slow Worker straggler pattern, although
similar results hold for the other two applications, convergence time, and the other clusters (same default settings used
in all experiments, on all clusters, reported above).
Helper Group Size Test. Recall that the helper group is
the set of workers to whom a worker is eligible to provide
assistance. Figure 11a shows the results of varying the helper
group size from zero helpers, which is equivalent to running
in SSP mode, to sixteen helpers for each worker. The results
show that, once the helper group size is set to 3 or higher,
near-Ideal performance is achieved. Closer inspection reveals
that using four helpers provides the best performance. But,
the difference between settings from 3 to 16 is negligible.
Work Assignment Size Test. One of the key design
decisions was the amount of work to be re-assigned in
do-this assignment messages. Work assignments occur
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in two different sizes, an initial work assignment size and
a follow-up work assignment size. Figure 11b shows the
results of varying the follow-up work assignment size from 0%
(equivalent to SSP) to 30%. The initial work assignment size
is always half the follow-up work assignment size. Near-Ideal
performance is achieved across the range of non-zero sizes,
although as delays increased, the larger work assignments
do perform worse. This occurs because of a rare corner case
where workers that run slowly can re-assign a portion of
their work to a faster worker that starts to complete the extra
work but then is delayed significantly. Because the current
implementation of FlexRR does not look to reassign work
that has already been reassigned and accepted, other workers
end up waiting in this case. This corner case is not a problem
for smaller work assignments, because the helper does not
fall behind significantly.
Message Check Frequency Test. FlexRR depends on
messages between workers to keep track of progress and
re-assign work. The message check frequency is the number
of times a worker checks for incoming messages during an
iteration. If the checks are not performed often enough, the
system runs the risk of not reacting fast enough, while checking too often can cause an unnecessary overhead. Figure 11c
shows that any frequency between 100 and 10K performs
well, but the performance suffers once the frequency is greater
than 10K.

6.

Conclusion

FlexRR addresses the straggler problem for iterative convergent data-parallel ML. By integrating flexible consistency bounds with temporary peer-to-peer work reassignment, FlexRR successfully avoids having unhindered worker
threads wait for workers experiencing slowdowns. Experiments with real ML applications under a variety of naturallyoccurring and synthetic straggler behaviors confirm that
FlexRR achieves near-ideal performance. On Amazon EC2
and Microsoft Azure, with no injected delays, this results in
15–56% reduction in runtimes, on average, over SSP and BSP.
Experiments with various synthetic straggler patterns confirm
that FlexRR consistently mitigates stragglers, resulting in up
to 5–10× improvement over BSP and SSP in extreme cases.
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